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Asterisks indicate untitled poems. Underlined text indicates a hyperlink.
We spare each other details.
Just a drink together at day’s end,
old hurts fading by candlelight …
most likely … maybe.
Sure, I had valid points
But at night’s end
Being partially right
Is a pretty poor knife to break bread
YOWL

Over the howitzer,
A rainbow breaks, framing a sculpture.
Red—black—blindness.
Goat herders shuffle ahead.
Separate sections in Mexican cemeteries for recently deceased and long departed, the dead remembered and the truly dead.
Ukrainian Jew
Pogroms Holocaust Pogroms
A label maker
i confine religion to holy places
and let every other nook and cranny
drip with God-consciousness
“If it wasn’t for the Q!”
He lamented.
Why is it that identifying birds by sound seems less valid than by sight?
Einstein, Awakening

first ray of sunlight
a particle
waves
Elegant toppings spill from mouth corners
Tumble off the plate below, bouncing like hail
Cuboid, meaty erasers
Pizza sausage
the girl fades between
desert nights and southern days
slipping further from the place
where they slept like cats
go—king
of hills, tiny tyrant, host

of gliding, idling dragonflies, arrows
of him him him him, of her her her her
So many hours
stolen by the pull
of the river
on a white ball
The dog laps the beer
you spill on the sidewalk.
Such abundance from a man
who seems mostly dead.
the problem with graveyards
is they don’t stay graveyards
while my wife travels on business
I wonder
if the snow has come
Blue Sky
bottomless Ocean meet and find they often wear
the same clothes.
Fashion a tender heart I say
Breathe a spirit strong
Neither one superior, Intrinsically interior
Extol this way to be.
She Whispers

I Love You

Kinda Sorta
Fear can only exist
Where there is a residue
Of unengaged experience
In just six days
I made this world
And every child
A flower in it
Longest Night

In this darkness
crisp air, bright Orion
and earth’s dusty thumbprint
pressing the night’s wide eye

Kathryn T.S. Bass
As if a hundred jewels were scattered among thousands of stones. With clarity, simplicity, and depth of precision.
Standing still day after time,
the bouy glitters wet
at a hundred yards
and grows dirt at three feet.
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